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Learn to make magnificent paper mache dragons and dragon trophies. This book shows the

step-by-step process for making beautiful dragons out of paper mache. Fully illustrated with over

250 full-color images. The author, Dan Reeder, is a master paper mache artist with over 40 years of

experience. If you've been looking for a wonderfully creative outlet, this is it!
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I was so excited to learn Dan Reeder had written another book. I own all of Dan's books, and use

them frequently for reference during my own creative process.Have you ever purchased an art book

that you hoped would give you instructions on how create the way the artist does, only to find the

book is just ego-stroking for the artist and of very little use to you? Well, that won't happen with this

book, or any of Dan Reeder's books, for that matter. Dan is a very generous artist. He has a strong

online presence, and shares his techniques, tips, and clever sense of humor freely.This book shows

you step-by-step, from start to finish, how to create two magnificent dragon art pieces: the cover

dragon and a dragon head trophy. Dan's instructions are clear and concise. He's elaborated on

many points from the book's previous version. He encourages you along the way to create your own



piece of art, and to not worry about it looking like his. He also keeps you entertained by tucking

away little hidden gems of humor (how DID Riley get in the bathtub?). He tells you where you may

become frustrated--such as with the application of a gazillion scales--but, encourages you to stick

with it because the end result will be so worth it.This book, like Dan's other books, is a gem. An

indispensable addition to your artistic library. It is as visually appealing as it is informative. Buy the

book, make a dragon, hang it in your house, impress yourself, your friends, and family with your

talent. And, don't forget to tell them Dan showed you how.

This is the best paper mache book I have ever seen. The author is wonderful and truly talented. If

you are into art projects, DIY costumes, masks or just paper mache in general, this book is a must

have. Here is a photo of my first project that I made following the instructions in this book.

Dan Reeder's dragon creations are astounding. This book gives you step-by-step guidance into the

creation of one full-body dragon and one "mounted" head, easy for beginners and fun for

experienced crafters alike. While he takes significant mystery out of the creation of these

masterpieces, the mastery is in how he developed his technique. And he gives you all his insight!

These creations are not something you can do in a day, but with some work and time you can

create these amazing dragons yourself! RAAAAAARGH!

LOVE Dan Reeder, and anything by him. In another review I tried to list the Facebook and website

pages, and YouTube channel, but reviews do not permit. So you'll have to Google those - gourmet

papier mache - not Dan Reeder, w ho is a singer!

Love the author-he is fabulous-easy to follow instructions. Mr. Reeder has a great sense of humor

and just a fun all around project if you wish to learn paper mache.

This is great and i would give it 10 stars if i could! If you have kids or just a big kid yourself, you

must try this! I like this fact the anthoirs cat is helping throughout the book. It adds a little personal

touch. This is very detail and even tells you how many sheets of news paper he used on each part

of the dragons body; such as 3 sheets on the hip , 2 sheets on the mid a upper caff and 1 sheet or

1/2 sheet for other areas. Very easy to follow and even a dyslexic such as i could understand each

step!



Do you love dragons? Get this book. Do you love paper mache? Get this book. Do you like cats?

Get this book. (Seriously, they get their own dedication page.) Even if you don't like any of those

things, you should get this book because it's just entertaining to read. Follow these step by step

instructions with clear and helpful photographs, and you will create a fantastic bouncing baby

dragon of your own. Or an adult dragon, or any kind of dragon you want. I received this book a little

over two months ago, and I have already finished one dragon and started the next. I'm hooked. Dan

Reeder is indeed the Monster Man, and this is his dragon bible.

Easy to follow instructions.Using the basic steps, I have created some interesting creatures.No

dragons yet, however, a very large frog with a fly the size of my hand for his lunch.Fun.
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